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Of all organs, muscle is possibly the most underrated. First, it
is seldom thought of as an organ. Second, for many years it
was placed low on the ladder of interest around the medical
community due to its apparent singular locomotor effects.
Third, even if the only perceived function of movement seemed
to fail, other causes were quickly to be blamed, most often
neurological. Fortunately, during the past 30 years, the intrinsic
worth of the muscle has been appreciated more. Slowly, it
has become evident that muscle as an organ undertakes an
important endocrine function, in addition to its vital role as the
sole source of protein reserve in the body-truly indispensable
for whole body metabolism (1). The recent insights to this
‘‘newly discovered’’ organ have enhanced interest in pathologic
alterations, sarcopenia being one of the most important.
This chronic and, in old age, seemingly inevitable muscle
affliction, is currently defined by the European Working Group
on Sarcopenia in Older Persons (EWGSOP) as a progressive and
generalised skeletal muscle disorder. It consists of deficits in
three main components, being muscle quantity or quality, muscle
strength, and physical performance (2,3). The importance of
sarcopenia is reflected in its relation with many negative health
outcomes, of which perhaps the most evident being mortality.
With an odds ratio (OR) of 3.6, it could be regarded as even
more relevant than other comorbidities in older persons, such as
heart failure (OR 1.66), dementia (OR 2.01) or even cancer (OR
3.02) (4,5). Another factor is the issue of quality of life, which
declines in patients with sarcopenia (3). Although sarcopenia
has recieved its own ICD-10 code (6), there is still a lot of debate
about the exact value of the different components described.
Over the last years, physical performance has been viewed
as either diagnostic criterion, severity grading assessment

or as an outcome (7). Muscle strength seems to be better at
predicting adverse outcomes (3), but this may be due to its ease
of measurement in comparison to either muscle function or
quality/quantity. The most difficult issue seems to be the most
basic one, which is defining muscle mass. In primary sarcopenia,
there are changes in both muscle quantity and quality, the latter
being described as micro- and macroscopic aspects of muscle
architecture and composition (3,8). Despite these changes being
clearly paramount in the genesis of sarcopenia, technological
limitation so far have limited the transposition from knowledge
to practice. In the current FACS-algorithm (Find cases-assessconfirm-severity) proposed by the EWGSOP2 for the diagnosis
of sarcopenia, a proposition is made to measure either muscle
quantity or quality. Unfortunately the algorithm does not
specify what parameters of quality should be measured (3).
This renders muscle mass a non-defining parameter, creating
another obstacle in making an accurate diagnosis (7).
The key to overcome this problem is twofold. First, relevant
anatomic and architectural changes should be defined. Second,
the technique to measure these parameters should be widely
available in clinical practice. Currently, both issues are still
obstacles. The currently proposed techniques for muscle mass
assessment are bioelectrical-impedancemetry, dual energy X-ray
absorptiometry, computed tomography or magnetic resonance
imaging (3). However, where the two former are incapable
of looking into muscle quality parameters, the two latter are
impossible to be used bedside. Therefore, we must turn to new
technologies in order to advance.
To be clear, ultrasound is not a new technique. It has been
present since the late 1950’s and has continued to improve
in ease of use and portability. Although its use in medicine is
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widespread, its application in musculoskeletal research is often
limited. However, in recent years ultrasound was hypothesized
as the perfect alternative for the current muscle assessment
problems (9). As a portable, cheap and easy technique that can
be performed bedside, ultrasound is positioned as a patientcentred diagnostic tool. In addition, ultrasound enables the
physician to visualise a wide range of components of muscle
arcitecture, hence underlining all the advantages of becoming
the new standard tool in screening for the presence of
sarcopenia. However, some obstacles still stand in the way of it
being used as a first line tool.
Knowledge of the relevance of the different muscle components
is still in its early phase. Although muscle thickness, crosssectional area, pennation angle, fascicle length and echointensity have been proposed earlier (9), other measurements
such as elastography (10) or vascularisation could offer important
information. Another issue is the lack of standardisation of
measurements, which is a must in order to be able to compare
research data. Until very recently this was only provided for a
limited amount of muscles (9). Nowadays, standardisation for 39
muscles/muscle groups are present (11), making it possible for
researchers worldwide to investigate effects of specific muscles.
Until now, the quadriceps is the muscle most investigated as
it is easy to measure and can be linked directly to measures of
physical performance (12,13). The final horde that it needs to
take now, is the collection of reference data in different age
cohorts and populations (13). This way, pathological values can
be distilled, cut-off lines can be drawn and correlations can
be made with the other aspects of sarcopenia-strength and
function.
Hereby we call upon all researchers interested to look into
this new and very exciting field of using ultrasound in
muscle assessment. It is our firm belief that only through
using ultrasound, the true diagnostical approach of muscle
mass loss will be taken bedside -into clinical practice- where
it so urgently is needed. This advancement needs worldwide
collaboration, of which the first steps are already taken through
the European initiative of SARCUS, a project of the European
Geriatric Medicine Society (14). This project tries to answer the
remaining gaps in knowledge that currently restrain the use of
ultrasound in clinical practice. Besideds standardisation, current
projects are acquiring reference data and looking into the most
relevant muscle parameters to be linked with clinical outcomes.
This way, the future hope is to include muscle ultrasound as
a part of comprehensive geriatric assessment, giving a deeper
understanding of how to better treat our older patients.
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